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More two-way ﬂuctuations are likely
in the next few months, analysts say
By CHEN JIA
and XIN ZHIMING

The renminbi weakened on
Tuesday for the ﬁrst time in
two weeks after the central
bank relaxed capital controls
on Monday. Analysts said the
currency will have more twoway fluctuations in coming
months.
The People’s Bank of China
set the yuan’s daily reference
rate at 6.5277 per dollar on
Tuesday, down by 0.43 percent from Monday. It is the
ﬁrst time the rate has been set
lower day-on-day in 11 trading sessions and marked the
sharpest downward adjustment since Jan 9.
The monetary authority
allows the yuan to rise or fall
by at most 2 percent on either
side of the reference rate.
In offshore trading, the
yuan weakened to 6.5519 per
dollar from 6.5335 in intraday trading on Tuesday after
falling to 6.5400 from 6.5018
on Monday. The yuan’s rate
against the dollar in offshore
markets had been rising
strongly since late last year.
The weakening of the yuan
came after it was reported
on Monday that the central
bank has eliminated the rule
requiring banks to set aside a
20 percent deposit on forward
sales of foreign exchange,
which was imposed in 2015
to thwart capital outﬂows and
keep the yuan stable.
The scrapping of the rule
“is a sign that the constantly
strengthening yuan is now at
the forefront of the regulator’s
attention”, said Han Huishi, a

senior researcher with China
Construction Bank. “Too fast
appreciation (of the yuan) is
no longer welcomed,” he said.
He said the elimination of
the deposit policy for banks’
offshore yuan trading may not
directly curb the currency’s
appreciation, but it is a move
to neutralize the policy of foreign exchange management.
After the policy change, the
yuan may experience more
two-way fluctuations, he
added.
Shen Jianguang, chief
economist at Mizuho Securities Co Ltd, expected the yuan

6.5519

yuan per dollar
in offshore trading

to remain relatively stable
despite the policy change. He
expected its big gains since
August will not be repeated
in the coming months even
if it continued to appreciate,
as foreign exchange regulators are likely to further ease
controls on capital outﬂows.
“It is possible that the yuan
may ﬂuctuate at around 6.5
per dollar by the end of this
year,” he said.
Analysts also said the easing yuan will help stabilize
China’s exports, which grew
by 5.5 percent in August
in dollar terms, the second
consecutive month that the
growth rate had fallen.
Contact the writers at
chenjia@chinadaily.com.cn

Tea time is tree time

Liu Xiaoming, China’s ambassador to the United Kingdom, joins models, seamstresses and organizers after the Weaving a Dream fashion
show at the Chinese embassy in London on Monday. KEVIN WANG / CHINA DAILY

Fashion meets traditional Chinese
craft at awareness-raising UK show
By BO LEUNG
in London
boleung@mail.chinadailyuk.com

The craft of seamstresses
from Guizhou province in
the Southwest of China was
in the spotlight at a fashion
show hosted at the Chinese
embassy in London.
The 45 pieces of clothing
at the Weaving a Dream
event were a fusion of Western fashion and Eastern
motifs inspired by traditional embroidery from the
mountainous region.
The clothes were decorated with floral embroidery stitched by ethnic Buyi
seamstresses.
The idea of showcasing the
craftsmanship of the seamstresses came from Xia Hua,
chairwoman of China’s Eve
Group, and Barbara Judge,
an American-British businesswoman and chairman
of the Institute of Directors.
Xia and Judge established
B&H, a project that aims to
improve the lives of Chinese
women in remote regions by
supporting their handicraft.
“We can truly help these
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Bike: Flexibility praised
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were in place, and that we
had set up the preferred locations for the bikes.”
Julian Bell, leader of Ealing Council, said he sought
assurances the bikes would
not clutter public areas,
a problem that currently
plague many Chinese cities.
“I was very enthusiastic
about the concept,’’ said Bell.
“I felt it had more flexibility than a docking cycle hire
scheme. Equally, I was concerned about all those pictures you see on social media

of mountains of discarded
bikes, so parking was the key
issue.”
Mobike has GPS trackers
on all of its cycles and hopes
“geo-fencing” will encourage
users to deliver bikes back to
high-use areas.
Users who fail to park
bikes in designated parking
spaces highlighted on the
Mobike app will incur penalties and future rides may
be more expensive.
Pyer said that location
data will also be shared with
the council to aid decisions
on new infrastructure.

They are here to
demonstrate the
beauty and appeal
of their very
unique culture.”
Liu Xiaoming, China’s
ambassador to the UK

ambassador to the UK, said
the fashion show offered a
great opportunity to Chinese seamstresses to step out
of the remote mountains
where they live and share
their stories.
“The younger generation
of seamstresses is working hard to keep the Buyi
minority traditions alive,
including unique embroidery techniques, folk crafts
and costume-making … They
are here to demonstrate the
beauty and appeal of their
very unique culture,” Liu
said.

The ambassador said he
believes the seamstresses’
dream represents the aspiration and efforts of the people
of Western China to shake
off poverty and build better
lives.
“Guizhou is a relatively
poor province in China,”
he said. “But this special
skill can not only save our
traditional crafts, but alleviate poverty. It’s a win-win
situation.”
He added that the fact that
the seamstresses are able to
weave in London is a great
accomplishment from the
exchanges and mutual learning between Eastern and
Western civilizations.
On Tuesday, Hu Pinghua, the wife of the Chinese
ambassador, hosted an exhibition of traditional handicraft from the mountainous
region at their residence, to
share the exquisite embroidery and remarkable story
of the seamstresses with a
group of British and Chinese
guests.
Li Wensha in London
contributed to this story.

Dialogue: Market vitality gets a boost
From page 1

South African Labor Minister Mildred Nelisiwe Oliphant, also a
member of the nation’s People’s Assembly, plants a tree during
a break in the 13th meeting of contracting parties of the United
Nations Convention to Combat Desertiﬁcation on Tuesday. The
meeting was held in the Inner Mongolia autonomous region.
During breaks, participants planted 300 trees at a park.

seamstresses to eventually
change their lives,” Xia said.
“The most important reason for coming to the United
Kingdom this time is that
there are so many creative
designers here, and I sincerely hope that they can
cooperate with our embroiderers. The most important
thing about taking Chinese
culture overseas is that we
can show our own beautiful
products with our unique
aesthetic attitudes, and such
products should have commercial value.”
Xia and Judge also hope to
provide a platform for SinoUK cultural exchanges and
cooperation.
Judge said: “We can show
the world that this culture,
this craftsmanship, has been
preserved over all these
years, and we can make it a
sustainable model so that we
can support the ladies. People understand how beautiful Chinese art is, and how
wonderful the history is,
and how it is the right time
to bring the UK and China
closer together.”
Liu Xiaoming, China’s

transformation. Systematic
innovations
should
be
strengthened to reduce institutional costs and boost business
startups and innovations.
Li said the world economy
is recovering but also facing a
large number of uncertainties. Multilateral trade mechanisms based on free trade
should be safeguarded, he
said, adding that further
openness is needed to solve
trade imbalances and achieve
mutually beneficial out-

comes. He called on all other
countries to develop their
own comparative advantages
in a way that shares global
economic development.
“We would like to enhance
frank exchanges with the
international community to
effectively communicate in
policy-making and guide
expectations, which is to further the continuous recovery
of the global economy,” Li said.
The six organization heads
agreed that China has made
great leaps in increasing
growth and restructuring

and guarding against risks,
while it has boosted market
vitality with mass entrepreneurship and innovation as
well as improving the business environment.
They also said China has
attached great importance to
and supported multilateralism and free trade, and its stabilizing economy provides
strength to shore up the
recovery and growth of the
world economy.
Lagarde said at a post-dialogue news conference that
she observed a rebalancing of

growth targets.”
Christine Lagarde, International Monetary Fund managing
director

important.
These are
important sentiments, and
the success of
China in living
up to those sentiments is
reflected in the figures you
(Premier Li) have quoted — the
generation of 13 million nonfarm jobs this year.”
Guy Ryder, International
Labour Organization directorgeneral

the Chinese economy from
investment to consumption
and from industry to services,
as well as moving from
mechanical to digital faster
than anyone else.
According to Azevedo, China’s commitment to accelerating reform and to focusing
more on sustainability and
quality is welcome and will be
supported.
Kim said, “This is the time
that we need multilateral
institutions and international cooperation more than
ever before.”

What they say
“Global growth
is expected to
accelerate to
2.7 percent this
year, which is
encouraging.
But we believe the economic
recovery is fragile. There are
serious challenges from the rise
of trade protectionism. The
global cooperation is becoming
more and more important.”
Jim Yong Kim, World Bank
Group president
“In our forecast
for China, we
have upgraded
our forecast. ...
Why did we
upgrade? It
reflects clearly a stronger global
momentum and China’s own
commitment to achieving its

“China’s journey
of transformation has been
remarkable. In
the answer to a
changing global
economy, it’s not closing the
door. Rather, it opens the doors
and adapts competitively. This
commitment of China to
increase openness will move the
economy forward.”
Roberto Azevedo, World Trade
Organization director-general
“Human resources are China’s
most valuable asset. Therefore,
maintaining a high employment level is fundamentally

“Structural
reform must be
pursued with
greater vigor.
We have to
uphold the multilateral regime. Free trade is a
very good medicine for the crisis. Exports don’t reduce jobs,

Five universities from the
Chinese mainland have been
ranked among the world’s top
50 universities for student
employability.
The latest edition of Quacquarelli Symonds Graduate
Employability Rankings listed
China’s Tsinghua University in
10th place, followed by Peking
University in 23rd.
Tsinghua was the best performer in south Asia, ahead
of Japan’s University of Tokyo
(14th) and the University of
Hong Kong (20th).
Other Chinese mainland
entrants in the top 50 include
Fudan (27th), Zhejiang University (38th), and Shanghai Jiaotong University (46th).
In all, 37 Chinese universities were ranked within the
world’s top 500 — five from
the Chinese mainland, six
from Taiwan, and six from
Hong Kong.
The results show Chinese
universities are providing
global and national economies
with skilled, high-achieving
graduates.
“Chinese universities have
excelled in producing talents
that are increasingly globally
competitive,’’ said Zhang Yan,
China director at QS Intelligence Unit. “In the future,
with strength in different disciplines, Chinese universities
should work more closely with
employers in different parts of
the world, in areas of research
and development, employability and entrepreneurship.”
Zhang said she believes it
could help further enhance
the global competitiveness
of students, cultivating more
future leaders for China and
the world alike.

but actually multiply them.
Trade imbalances cannot be the
reason to reduce trade.”
Angel Gurria, Organization for
Economic Cooperation and
Development secretary-general
“In the last
decade since
the financial
crisis began,
the G20 countries have been
working to build a new global
financial system, safer, simpler
and fairer. This is the benefit of
the results. The real economy
has benefited from the radical
financial reforms. Credit is
growing in all major economies while the costs remain
low.”
Mark Carney, G20 Financial
Stability Board chairman

Chinese universities
have excelled
in producing
talents that are
increasingly
globally
competitive.”
Zhang Yan, from QS

Quacquarelli Symonds, a
global higher education analyst and career advice specialist,
named Stanford in the United
States as the world-leader, followed by the University of California, Los Angeles and Harvard University.
US universities take five
of the top-10 places — and 31
top-100 places — while the UK
universities of Cambridge (6th)
and Oxford (8th) were ranked
most highly by employers.
Each institution’s score was
compiled using ﬁve indicators
— alumni outcome, employerstudent connections, employer reputation, partnerships
with employers and graduate
employment rate.
Hannele Niemi, professor of
education at the University of
Helsinki, commended the Chinese universities’ progress.
“The investments that China
has allocated to higher education have had an impact,’’ Niemi
said. “China has also decisively
made high efforts for promoting international cooperation.”
Out of 600 universities considered in this year’s rankings,
500 of them are published,
compared with 300 universities considered last year and
200 published.

